We obtain a set of generalized eigenvectors that provides a generalized spectral decomposition for a given unitary representation of a commutative, locally compact topological group. These generalized eigenvectors are functionals belonging to the dual space of a rigging on the space of square integrable functions on the character group. These riggings are obtained through suitable spectral measure spaces.
Introduction
The purpose of the present paper is to take a first step towards a general formalism of unitary representations of groups and semigroups on rigged Hilbert spaces. To begin with, we want to introduce the theory corresponding to Abelian locally compact groups, leaving the more general nonabelian case as well as semigroups for a later work. We recall that a rigged Hilbert space or a rigging of a Hilbert space H is a triplet of the form
where Φ is a locally convex space dense in H with a topology stronger than that inherited from H and Φ × is the dual space of Φ. In this paper, we shall always assume that H is separable. To each self adjoint operator A on H, the von Neumann theorem [1] associates a spectral measure space. This is the quadruple (Λ, A, H, P ), where H is the Hilbert space on which A acts, Λ = σ(A) is the spectrum of A, A is the family of Borel sets in Λ, and P is the projection valued measure on A determined by A through the von Neumann theorem. Obviously Λ ⊂ R. A complete discussion on the relation between these concepts can be found in [2] . We say that the topological vector space (Φ, τ Φ ) (vector space Φ with the locally convex topology given by τ Φ ) equips or rigs the spectral measure (Λ, A, H, P ) if the following conditions hold:
i. There exists a one-to-one linear mapping I : Φ −→ H with range dense in H. We can assume that Φ ⊂ H is a dense subspace of H and I, the canonical injection from Φ into H.
ii. There exists a σ-finite measure µ on (Λ, A), a set Λ 0 ⊂ Λ with zero µ measure and a family of vectors in Φ × of the form
where m ∈ {∞, 1, 2, . . .}, such that
Each family of the form (2) satisfying (3) is called a complete system of Dirac kets of the spectral measure (Λ, A, H, P ) in (Φ, τ Φ ). In this case, the triplet Φ ⊂ H ⊂ Φ × is a rigged Hilbert space, which is called a rigging of (Λ, A, H, P ). Conversely, the von Neumann theorem asserts that a projection valued measure defined on the σ-algebra of Borel sets on a subset of the real line determines a self adjoint operator A. If (Λ, A, H, P ), where Λ ⊂ R, is such a measure space, then for ϕ and φ on a suitable dense domain, the self-adjoint operator A such that Λ = σ(A) is defined by
where µ, |λk × and m are as defined in (3). Further, if f (λ) is a measurable complex valued function on Λ, then, for φ, ϕ on a suitable dense domain, which is the whole of H if f (λ) is bounded, the operator valued function f (A) is defined by
The functionals |λk × ∈ Φ × and the complex numbers f (λ) are the generalized eigenvectors and respective generalized eigenvalues of f (A) [3] . In particular, if f (λ) = e itλ , where t ∈ R, the set of operators e itA forms a one parameter commutative group of unitary operators and Φ ⊂ H ⊂ Φ × as defined above is a rigging for this group.
One can expect that similar riggings exist for unitary representations of arbitrary groups and semigroups and that the operators of the representations can be expanded in terms of generalized eigenvectors and eigenvalues as in (5) . Riggings that make use of Hardy functions on a half plane exist for one parameter dynamical semigroups e −itH , t ≤ 0 and e −itH , t ≥ 0, where H is the Hamiltonian [3] .
In the present paper, we show that riggings along the above lines always exist for unitary representations of Abelian locally compact groups. In particular, let G be an Abelian locally compact group and π, a unitary representation of G on a separable Hilbert space H. We will see that the Fourier transform on G, or equivalently, the Gelfand transformation on the C * -algebra L 1 (G) allows us to represent π in terms of generalized eigenfunctions and riggings of H in a manner similar to the description given in [2] for the action of a spectral measure.
Characters of Abelian Locally Compact Groups.
Let G be a locally compact abelian group with Haar measure µ. A character χ of G is any continuous mapping from G into the set of complex numbers C such that χ(g 1 g 2 ) = χ(g 1 )χ(g 2 ) for all g 1 , g 2 ∈ G and |χ(g)| = 1 for all g ∈ G, i.e., a character of G is a continuous homomorphism from G into the unit circle T. The set of all the characters of G forms a group, G, which is often called the dual group of G. We shall use the notation χ(g) := g|χ .
Let L 1 (G) be the space of complex valued functions, integrable in the modulus with respect to the Haar measure µ on G. L 1 (G) is an abelian * -algebra, with the convolution product. The dual group G can be identified with the set of maximal ideals of L 1 (G) [4] . When endowed with the Gelfand topology, G is a compact Hausdorf space (see [5] page 268).
For any χ ∈ G, we may define a linear functional Λ χ on L 1 (G) by
Let C( G) be the space of complex continuous functions on G with the supremun norm topology. The Gelfand-Fourier transform is the mapping
Let (π, H) be a unitary representation of G. Then (see [6] page 105), there is a unique spectral measure ( G, B, H, P ), where B is the σ-algebra of Borel sets on G, such that for all g ∈ G and all f ∈ L 1 (G), we have
There is a one to one correspondence between unitary representations of G and non degenerate * -representations 1 of L 1 (G) as given by (7) and (8).
Riggings of functions of characters.
Let us consider the spectral measure space ( G, B, H, P ) introduced in the previous section. For simplicity in the discussion, we assume the existence of a cyclic vector u ∈ H. This means that the subspace spanned by the vectors of the form P (E)u with E ∈ A is dense in H. The general case can be easily obtained as a finite or countable direct sum of cyclic subspaces of H. Then, the von Neumann decomposition theorem [1] establishes that being given the spectral measure space ( G, B, H, P ) and a positive measure ν on ( G, B) with maximal spectral type 2 [P ] (ν ∈ [P ]), there exists a unitary mapping U : H −→ L 2 ( G, dµ) , such that π ν (g) := U π(g)U −1 is the multiplication by g|χ on L 2 ( G, dν):
Since π ν (g) is a multiplication operator, it is easy to see that the Dirac delta type Radon measures λ(χ)δ χ form a complete system of Dirac kets for the spectral measure space ( G, B, H, P ) in the sense given by (3). For any f (χ) ∈ Φ these deltas satisfy
Thus, a possible choice for Φ is C( G), the space of continuous functions on G endowed with a topology τ Φ stronger than both the topologies of the supremun and the || · || L 2 ( b G,dν) norm. In this case, the dual Φ × of Φ includes the space of all Radon measures on ( G, B). We have the rigged Hilbert space
1 Non degenerate means that π(f )v = 0 for every f implies v = 0. The representation has also the property that π(f * ) = π † (f ), where f → f * is the involution on L 1 (G), see [6] .
2 For a definition and properties of the spectral type, see [1, 2] .
3 Positive Type Functions and Riggings.
Next, we shall introduce another representation π φ of G linked to a function of positive type, that can be defined as follows: Let φ(g) ∈ L ∞ (G). We say that φ(g) is a function of positive type if for any f (g) ∈ L 1 (G), we have that
where the star * denotes complex conjugation.
If φ(g) is a function of positive type, then, the following positive Hermitian form on L 1 (G)
is semi-definite in the sense that it may exist non-zero functions f ∈ L 1 (G) such that f |f φ = 0. These functions form a subspace of L 1 (G) that we denote by N . Consider the factor space L 1 (G)/N and again denote by ·|· φ the scalar product induced on L 1 (G)/N by the Hermitian form (12). The completion of L 1 (G)/N by ·|· φ gives a Hilbert space usually denoted as H φ . Then, for any g ∈ G and f (g) ∈ L 1 (G), we define:
Note that L g preserves the scalar product ·|· φ :
for all f (g) ∈ L 1 (G). This also shows that L g N ⊂ N and therefore L g induces a transformation on the factor space L 1 (G)/N , that we also denote as L g , defined as
By (14), we easily see that L g preserves the scalar product on L 1 (G)/N . It is obviously invertible. Therefore, it can be uniquely extended into a unitary operator on H φ . Then, if for each g ∈ G we write
then, π φ (g) determines a unitary representation of G on H φ . The proof of this statement is straightforward.
The representation π φ (g) of G on H φ can be lifted to a unitary representation of the group algebra L 1 (G) on H φ that we shall also denote as π φ . In this case, for all f ∈ L 1 (G), we have π φ (f )h := f * h. Here, * denotes convolution.
The existence of a cyclic vector η ∈ H φ for the representation π φ is proven in [6] . Recall that η is cyclic vector if the subspace {π φ (f )η, ∃f ∈ L 1 (G)} is dense in H φ . In addition, this result also gives the following formula that allows to find the function φ(g) in terms of η and the unitary representation
Now, let us consider the unitary π ν representation of G given by (9) with cyclic vector ξ and define the following complex valued function on G:
Then, as shown in [6] , Chapter 3, i.) the function φ is of positive type in the sense of (11), and ii.) the representation of G on H φ given by π φ , where φ is as (18) is equivalent to π ν . Note that this result implies in particular that for this φ as in (18)
According to (9) and (18), we have that
(20) If we carry this formula into (12) and apply the Fubini theorem of the change of the order of integration, we have for all f, h ∈ L 1 (G):
This latter formula shows that the generalized eigenvalues F χ of π φ (g) are the following: if f ∈ Φ := L 1 (G) ∩ L 2 (G)
